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facts as he has found out and tested for himself, he will,
out of sheer pride of possession, memorize in table form
to be able to say * I know what all the five times make'
just as another child will say ' I know all the poems or
riddles in my book'. But the collecting of material is
a very different matter from memorizing a table as a table
or a set of riddles as a set of riddles.
This account of the functioning of relevant recall that
singles out interest and purposive learning as the chief
conditions, does in fact over-simplify the process, but it
is most important for teachers to think of memorizing on
these lines, and those who are interested in psychology as
a science will go further into the matter later. There is,
however, a warning that must be given. However inter-
ested children are in the work in hand, however carefully
the teacher has helped them to memorize purposively and
to abjure mechanical rote learning, a child will not always
remember what he should, and many types of psychological
or physiological upset can account for a child who generally
seems * on the spot * answering vaguely, recalling useless
facts or blankly denying he ever knew. Indeed, memoriz-
ing is no more important than forgetting, and what a child
forgets is not only indicative of his intellectual interests
but also very possibly a sign of emotional difficulties.
Speed
It would be well if the reader could train himself to think
of Ms mind as recalling, imagining, memorizing, &c., rather
than to think of his good or ted memory, his imagination,
&e. People so often assume that a good memory is some
fairy's gift with which lucky people are endowed and that
if one has a poor memory nothing can be done about it.
Just as people who have been badly taught in mathematics
declare with some pride that they cannot do mathematics,
so do others point to their bad memories, sometimes subtly
that their miinis must be of excellent calibre

